
5-Slot Charging Docks for Samsung TabActive Series 

TabActive and TabActive Pro Charging: 5-Slot 
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Portsmith’s 5-Slot Charging Docks provide a 

convenient desktop charging solution, without 

the need for individual charging cords. Users 

can insert and extract tablets quickly, with one 

hand.  

These docks are designed for tough environ-

ments and use-cases that require maximum du-

rability. ABS and steel construction means that 

the docks are just as durable as TabActive tab-

lets. 

Enterprise-grade electronics deliver reliable, 

regulated power to each tablet independently. 

Each slot remains powered off until a tablet is 

inserted, and if a fault is ever sensed, a protec-

tion circuit shuts the slot down. LED indicators 

show the charge state of each tablet.  

 

Power off until tablet is inserted 

On-board over-power protection 

LED status indicator for each slot 

Reliable Power 

Built For Enterprise 

Rugged ABS upper 

Steel base plate 

Enterprise-grade electronics 

1-year warranty  

Compatibility 

TabActive 

TabActive 2 

TabActive 3 

Tapactive Pro 

TabActive 4 Pro 
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Technical Specifications 

Part numbers:  
 

PSP5GTA: Portsmith 5-slot dock for Samsung Galaxy Tab Active3  
PSP5GTP: Portsmith 5-slot dock for Samsung Galaxy Tab Active4 Pro  
  

SPECIFICATIONS  
Reliable, simple to use   

Supports up to five tablets.  
Docks on tablet pogo pads.  
Durable rugged ABS materials  
One handed insertion and removable  
For desktop or cabinet use  

  

Safe & protected power for the dock and the tablet  
Ultra-durable pogo pins align precisely to the tablet.  
Each slot is independent and offers power to tablet at maximum rate.  
LED’s show charging status or slot fault at a glance  
Slots are off until the dock detects a tablet inserted.  
Over current protection shuts down the slot if fault is sensed.  

  

Certifications  
FCC 15-B Class B, CE Mark  
Canada, United States, Europe  

  

Kit contents  
Dock, power supply and line cord  

 

 

Weights and Dimensions with 5 tablets docked: 

    Weight  Width  Depth  Height  

PSP5GTA   Tab Active 3  7.35 lbs.  6.5”  9.5”  6.25  

PSP5GTP  Tab Active 4 Pro  12.0 lbs.  6.5”  10.5”  8.0”  


